
Xeeva provides procure to pay that embeds best practices 
and intelligence into our product while keeping complexity 
transparent to the end-user. Xeeva P2P is pure cloud, and 
through use of our proprietary configurable SaaS technology, you 
can be up and running in days or weeks, not months – with the ability 
to scale to meet the needs of your business.

Our technology supports the ability to centrally define purchasing and compliance policies and 
seamless deploy them globally through our “intelligent cloud” – but we allow flexibility for local control 
as needed.  With Xeeva P2P as the transactional backbone for all global indirect and MRO purchasing 
activity, we provide you with highly granular and real-time visibility into the fragmented spend coursing 
through the enterprise.

Broad adoption needs are addressed head-on with Xeeva’s configurability for 18 languages and ability 
to denominate transactions in US and all foreign currencies.

Budget, Controls and Compliance

Xeeva P2P allows you to set budgets down to the cost center and even project level.  Monthly, quarterly 
or annual budgets can be loaded and updated via direct feeds from your system of record, or can be 
manually loaded depending on your current budget process.  As spend occurs against a budget, 
consumption of that budget is updated.  Actual spend is tracked along with open PO balance for a 
complete view of budget compliance.  As new requisitions are initiated, requestors and approvers 
along the approval chain are able to see in aggregate the total spend against a budget + open POs + 
pending requests. 

Spot Buy

Spot buys aren’t bad if they are under management.  They take place as: one-time, emergency, 
low-dollar-value/low-complexity, unique item buys and buys for items that can’t be fulfilled by 
incumbent suppliers.

Better control of spot buying starts with a better catalog and continues by putting the right process in 
place for requestors to search to determine if exact or similar items have already been sourced.  Spot 
buying is also reduced as items previously not addressed through contracts are routed for immediate 
sourcing to buyers who add them to the organization’s catalog.
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Empower employees with intuitive P2P while 
taking control of your costs, improving 
compliance, reducing risk and driving better 
bottom-line results
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Requisitioning

With Xeeva’s catalog engine, you develop a robust master list of items used across your entire enterprise to 
minimize SKU duplication and improve the end-users’ experience of quickly locating the item they seek. 
Users have the option of searching your local or global catalogs.    
  
For goods or services not in the catalog, users launch an intelligent requisition form that guides them 
through the request process.  Forms are configured based on commodity type to standardize the flow and 
type of information necessary for buyers to take action.  The completed intelligent form is routed for 
approval.  For non-catalog items, approved requests are sent to the appropriate buyer’s queue to ensure the 
suggested vendor’s pricing is competitive, conduct an RFQ, approve or reject. Requestors see their history of 
purchases via a personal dashboard to simplify reorders, analyze spend and pending spend against budgets 
and review status of their requests. 

Operational and Management Reporting

Xeeva P2P includes robust, state-of-the-art, reporting capabilities that allow you to tightly monitor budgets 
and each step of the procure-to-pay process in real time. Transactional reports provide inquiry capability into 
different types of transactions, e.g., requisitions, approvals, POs, receipts and invoices in various stages of 
their respective lifecycle. Periodically, we provide value release reports that offer actionable recommend- 
ations on cost reduction opportunities to system users and that help identify areas for process 
improvements in procurement and sourcing operations.
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Results

Realize bottom-line savings of 2-3% just for implementing a 
solution and another 10% for each new dollar of spend under 
management.

Stop savings leakage.  Requestors can only select from the 
pre-approved supplier rates available.

Improve customer service.  P2P unlocks and clearly puts on 
display value your procurement organization o�ers – 
providing the visibility, speed and ease of use to internal 
customers.

Reduce maverick spend by as much as 50% without having to 
take Draconian actions against your employees.

Curtail the long tail of suppliers.  Reduce tail suppliers by up to 
50% through use of our [Imperfect] Data technology.

Create leverage for the procurement team.  Improve 
productivity by 10-20% through automation of previously 
manual activities.

Reduce spot buys by at least 50%.

Embedded Intelligence

•Intelligent, configurable
   workflows

•Local and global 
   catalog visibility

•Contextual help

•Requisition “smart 
   forms” with pre-  
   configured flows and 
   data fields

•Budget monitoring that 
   accounts for actual 
   spend + POs + requests

•Value release reports
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